ALL DAVIS WIND VANES are precisely balanced. Vanes are effective and efficient from 0.8 to 40 knot wind conditions. Each unit is calibrated and tested.

#3180 $29.99

For Optimist and other small dinghies
Dimensions 7 × 11” (18 × 22 cm)
Weight 0.5 oz. (14 g)
Handmade of black fiberglass and duraluminum. Carbon-free.

#3186 $59.99

For boats 16–28 ft. (5–8.5 m)
Dimensions 9 × 10” (23 × 25 cm)
Weight 0.7 oz. (20 g)
Handmade of 3D carbon and duraluminum.
J-base included for side, top or front of mast mounting.

#3184 $59.99

For boats 13–20 ft. (4–6 m)
Dimensions 9 × 9” (23 × 23 cm)
Weight 0.5 oz. (14 g)
Handmade of 3D carbon and duraluminum.
J-base included for side, top or front of mast mounting.

#3188 $59.99

J-BASE is standard with Olympic and Sport Boat vanes

For Laser, Melges 14, Optimist, Finn and Sabot
Dimensions 12 × 7.8” (30 × 20 cm)
Weight 0.8 oz. (23 g)
Handmade of 3D carbon and duraluminum.
Adjustable mast clamp.

Each vane is made and balanced by hand, so specifications may vary slightly.
Prices in USD.

OWN THE WIND
Air-flow Tels™
Easy to install on all jibs, mainsails and shrouds

Package includes 14 red and green tels with adhesive discs. Detailed instructions.

$7.99

Wind-tels™
Fit all shrouds and stays

Sold by the pair—red and green. The high impact plastic vanes and marine grade metals are ideal for salt water.

Mount at eye level for instant view of wind direction across the deck.

$35.99

Spar-fly™
A good choice for any classic boat

Combines needle bearing balance, high impact plastic and marine grade metals for sensitivity plus durability. Spoiler holes in vane reduce lift and increase accuracy.

$27.99

Black Max™
Laser sailing made easy

A versatile, high performance wind indicator that attaches quickly to masts and booms on most small boats.

Tough, high impact plastic and stainless steel. 8” (20 cm) vane.

$39.99

Telo-Cat®
Ruggedly built for your catamaran

Mounts to the following catamarans:
- Hobie 14, 16
- Supercat 15, 17
- Prindle models with turnbuckle forestay adjuster
- NACRA 5.2
- Other catamarans using forestay fittings similar to models above.

$42.99

Windex™ 10-Sport
For small boats and dinghies

10-inch (25 cm) wind vane with sapphire jewel bearing. Adjustable tacking arms. J-base allows mounting on side, top or front of mast. Wind-tunnel tested to speeds of 80 knots.

$39.99

Windex™ 15
The choice for most sailors

15” (38 cm) wind vane with sapphire jewel bearing. Adjustable tacking arms. Reflective vane tabs for high visibility, day or night. Wind-tunnel tested to speeds of 80 knots.

$59.99

Windex—on top all over the world
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